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By Richard S. Cohen

Columbia University Press, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Featuring the first-ever English translation of the Splendid Vision Sutra, a sixth-
century Indian Mahayana Buddhist scripture known for its rich ritual magic and worship of
bodhisattva-goddesses, this volume explicates the text s cultural significance as a source of
extraordinary value, cosmic truth, and existential meaning. The ancient author of the Splendid
Vision Sutra promises every imaginable reward to those who heed its words and rites, whether one
s desire is to become king, enjoy heavenly pleasures for thousands of millennia, or attain the
spiritual summit of advanced bodhisattvahood. Richard S. Cohen carefully analyzes this religious
rhetoric, developing a heuristic model of scripture that extends beyond Buddhist literature. In his
framework, a text becomes sacred scripture when a community accepts it as a receptacle of
extraordinary value, an authoritative source of cosmic truth, and a guide for meaningful action.
While clarifying these points, Cohen untangles the discursive skein through which the Splendid
Vision Sutra expresses its authority, inspires readers to accept that authority, and promises superior
power and accomplishments to those who implement its teachings. Exploring ways of living and
reading a text, Cohen draws on...
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It is really an remarkable ebook that we actually have ever read through. I actually have study and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once
more yet again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ewell Rem pel-- Ewell Rem pel

The ebook is easy in go through easier to recognize. We have study and i am certain that i will planning to read through once again once again in the
future. I am quickly will get a pleasure of studying a composed publication.
-- Pr of . Ada h Mer tz  Sr .-- Pr of . Ada h Mer tz  Sr .
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